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FULTON, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, SEPTEIVIBER 13, 1946

NUMBER THIRTY-THREE

Students Return To
Fulton Club Won
i Six Murder Trials
Bradley Named
!COUNCIL ADOPTS AN
NANNEY SUCCEEDS Rev.District
Slated For September
First Playoff I:fere
Director In
Classes As Schools
Court In Fulton County
ORDINANCE FOR THE
Reopen In Fulton
Baptist Relief Drive l
BUD DAVIS AS(ITY
CREEK PROJEa HERE
GOLF CHAMPION
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Chicks Take Two-Straight Games
From Hopkinsvllle To Capture
Kentucky Baptist Churches Had 41 Equity Cases Filed, With 34 of Wednesday Marked First Full-Day
First Series
World
Nearly
800
School
$227,048.48
To
for
of
Given
Them Divorces; Court ConElementary and High
Relief and Rehabilitation
venes Monday.
Defeated -Judge" Richards Ha
States of Kentucky and Tennessee,
The Fulton Chicks, who played
Scoot Pupils
and Cities of Fulton and
Finals of City Tourament
third-place ball practically all the
W. C. Boone, general secretary
Six murder trials are slated on
South Fulton Expect To
Here Sunday
Approximately 800 students were season, pulled a surprise on Hopfor Kentucky Baptist, announces the September docket of the FulSpend $40,000
Shaughnessy
playkinsville
in
the
school
in
back
the
here
rooms
TuesSeptember
Ken5,
that through
ton County Circuit Court, which
James "Pee Wee" Nanney came
and
in
off,
off
top
came
the
on
tucky Baptst churches had given convenes in Hickman next Monday day, as their summer vacaton endMembers of the Fulton city counfrom behind in the finals of the city
$227,048.48 to World Relief and fo ra three weeks period. Court ed, and classes were resumed, W. L. five-game series.
cil met Monday night and passed
golf tournament held at the Fulton
Holland, superintendent states. The
Rehablitation. This includes gifts will adjourn to Fulton the
The first two games were played an ordinance providing for the
followCountry Club Sunday, to defeat
fall semester for Fulton Hgh, Carr at Hopkinsville, where the Hoppers straightening
from over 900 of the 2430 churches. ing week.
and widening of HarHarry "Judge" Richards and cop
Plans to reach the goal of $287,700.Fortg-one equity and six ordinary Institute, Terry-Norman and Milton and the Chicks split games. Then ris Fork Creek through the twinthe city-wde championship. Nancolored
schools
started
in earnest they came to Fulton to finish the cities for the purpose of flood con00 have been made so this may be cases appear on the docket. Of
ney succeeds A. M. "Bud" Davis as
done within the next few days.
these .34 are divorces, with 19 set Wednesday as the first full-day of contest. Last Friday night in one trol. The ordinance provides that
local champion.
school was held.
of the most sensational games seen the cost of th eproject will be asFifteen of the 37 churches in for trial in Fulton and 15 at
HickBoth Nanney and Richards are
A general faculty meeting was here this season, the Chicks plast- sessed against property
West Kentucky Baptist Association man.
in the
veterans of World War II.
have given $2,950.26. Their goal
The murder cases include the held at the High School Monday ered the visitors 8 to 4. Then on drainage area, designates a drainage
As the first round of the match
morning,
with
Superintendent
HolSaturday night in a return engage- area, sets forth boundaries of the
is $7,624.63. Rev. Sam Ed Bradley, following:
closed, both contestants stood evIda Davis, charged with the mur- land presiding. The school board ment, the Fulton club won their flood control ditch or canal.
en. In the second round, Nanney pastor of the First Baptist church
met Monday evening at the high second straight game to complete
of Fulton, is the drector for this der of her brother-in-law,
The ordinance also provides for
forged ahead to a one-point advantRichard
the playoff winning 6 to 3.
secton.
Davis in West Hickman, will be school building.
the issuanae of bonds in the 2age. The next eight holes were
Wilson Gantt, high school princiFulton
outdid
the Hoppers all mouht of $40,000 to be used on the
Churches in this association that tried on Tuesday.
halved, and at the end of the first
pal, is among the new teachers.
the way through in batting, field- creek project, and these bonds
are
Roy Dean and Annie McDaniel,
half of the match flanney was one have given to World Relief are ArlEnrollment in the • city schools ing, pitching and attendance at to be
retailed through city taxes
ington, Bardwell, Beulah, Clinton, indicted jointly on a chabas of
up.
mur- were much larger this term than ex- games.
or assessments on drainage area
But in the third round Richards Fulton, First, Hiclunan First, Kirby- dering Cletus Wilson near Tyler
pected. Over 200 high school stu- The Fulton Chicks battled on suc- property.
took the lead and at the 27th hole ton, Liberty, Mayfield Creek, Mil- in the west end of Fulton counyt,
dents reported to the first classes, cessfully this week in the second
Right-of-way for the creek bed is
stood two-up. Nanney made a drive burn, Mt. Carmel, Mt. Moriah, Pop- will be tried at this term of court.
and this is the largest enrollment playoff of the Kitty League,
and to be 70 feet wde at all places
in the fourth round to overcome lar Grove, Sassafras Ridge and
John Henry Martin, negro, in- since 1934,
W.
L.
Holland, superint- up to Thursday had taken two where this will not
interesct existthe handicap, and succeeded in ev- Wickliffe.
dicted for the murder of Turner endent,
points out.
games out of three from the Owens- ing building, and is to be
obtained
ening the match up on the 35th
Tunson in 1943, is scheduled to
Enrollment in the first grade at boro Oilers.
by donation, purchase or condemface trial.
hole. Then on the 36th hole he cap- CAYCE FRESHMEN
Carr Institute swelled to two 48Monday the Fulton club took the nation.
tured the championship, one up.
ELECT •OFFICERS
James Albert Henderson, negro, pupil sections, and this will
make first game at the series 11 to 2
Only four verbal protest have
Richards, the loser, has hedl the
indicted for the murder of B. F. it impossible to retain
all tuition behind the masterly pitching of
been made against the flood conchampionship twice. Nanney holds
The Freshman Home EcoLomics Bagsby in 1943, case is set for trial. pupils.
Bob Schultz.
trol plan by owners of real estate
it for the frst time, and must cap- Class of Cayce Hgh school held a
Eugene O'Neal and Eddie Trailer,
Then Tuesday night at Owens- locate din the area to
ture the cup tsviee more to retain it called meeting recently an delect- negroes, indicted jointly for the
be benefited,
WHITEWAY GARAGE AND
boro in the second game they James Warren, city
permanently.
ed officers for the coming year as murder of Preston Cobb, negro, in
attorney, points
SERVICE STATION AN
dropped a game 3 to 2, after a out. Generally speaking, the
Mrs. Margaret Nell Cantrell in follows:
the west end of the county in 1945,
spirit
ASSET TO SOUTH FULTON
ten-inning battle.
of co-operation among property
the ladies finals lost to Mrs. Buren
Charlene
Preuett,
president; are booked.
Coming
home
Wednesday
night owners has been fine.,and more intRogers. who is the women's champ- Wanda
Stalling,
Fred Cox, negro, charged with
vice-president;
Gene Gardner and Roy Green for the first home game of the
erest has been ta
ion for the third consecutive time Elaine
Rice, ,.. secretary-tretsurer; the murder of George Barnett in
the creek
have opened a new garage and re- series, the Chicks turned on the
project than any
She is now permanent mvner.of the Program committee, Bonnie Kemp, Hickman in 1945, twill be tried.
Program
pair shop at the old Whiteway fireworks and poled out a 11 to 3
worked out here
trophy.
chairman; Sylvia Jackson, Earlie
Service Station Bulding in Southi victory over the Oilers. Bides.
Illgkoltzr
Kemp;Refreshment committee, Maherpes
1st PIC
FultIni, while John E. Bard is oper- the game special tribute was paid for the
work by October 15, 1946.
non Scott, chairman. Lennie Hicks, Purchase Athletic Group
IRONIEMAKERS HEAR
ating a new Texaco Service Sta- to the players, when they ware preGeraldine Smith; Elaine Hice reMet At Wingo Monday tion at the same location.
CLOTHING SPECIALIST
sented a nice gift, and a ten dollar
porter.
Messrs Gardner and Green have bill from the fans and the base- Edward T. Heywood Dies
The
club
voted
to
meet
the
The regular fall meeting of the innovated the newest equipment
third
Eight clothing leaders from Fulball association. Rev. Walter MisSuddenly In Mississikpi
ton County Homemakers clubs at- Friday in _each month with each Purchase Athletic Conference was for giving a complete repair service,
chke made appropriate comments
tended a district meeting at May- one paying dues of 25c. The club held at the Wingo high school Mon- suc has motor reboring and rebuildpreceding the presentation of the
Edward T. Heywood, for 30 years
day night. with A. J. Lowe, presi- ing, special lathe work, and over-1
field last Friday, when Miss Doro- adjourned until September 20th.
awards.
an employee of the Illinois Central
dent ,and principal of the Cayee haul jobs.
thy Threlkeld, clothing specialist
FUlton will play Owensbqro two railroad here, and well known in
high school, presiding. Coaches
from the University of Kenturky, ENROLLMENT UP AT
Mr. Bard, besides the instalation more games here, on Thursday and this community, died
sucialenly as
planned schedules for the coming of new gas pumps,
led 2 discussion on the clothing sit- SOUTH FULTON SCHOOL
has installed a Friday nights, and then return to a result of a.n heart attack
Wedyear.
uaaan for fall.
new grease rack, wash room, and the Owensboro park to complete nesday about 3 p. m.,
at the home
Among those attending from this
Enrollment is slightly up at the
The Conference decides a champ- steam cleaning equipment.
the series, if they are unsuccess- of his son, Dr. Harold Heywood,
county were: Mrs. Bertha Nugent, South Fulton city schools. accord- ion in baslsetball each season, aftea
ful in winning four games out of Canton, Miss. Funeral services were
Hickman club; Mrs. Bub Sowel11,1 ing to Mr. Eller, principal. Most a tournment is held the first Sat- MEN 80 URGED TO
seven before Saturday.
conducted Thursday. afternoon from
Cayce club;
Mrs. Feltz Logan, of the vacancies on the teaching urday in February. At the end of REGISTER FOR THE
the Episcopal chunch by the
Rev.
Montgomery club: Mrs. C. B. Cald- staft have been filled with the ex- the .season the four leading teams PIONEER DAY EVENT
Aaron Bennett, with interment folSERV ICE NOTES
well. Palestine club; Mrs. Robert ception of an instructor in the will participate in the tournament.
lov,ing in Fairview cemetery in
BraFfeld. Sylvan Shade club; Mr;z. Science department.
Cuba high school was added to
All men residing n the city limits
charge of Hornbeak Funeral Home.
James Lee Carter, Jr., 17, grandNew members to the staff include the Conference, making the mem- of Fulton and South Fulton are
Paul Clask, Western club.
After 30 years service with the
son
Otis
of
Lee
Carter,
210 BrovadMarion Edmond Clark, coach and bership now 12 schools. Other mem- urged to register for Pioneer Day
railroad, Mr. Heywood retired re.teacher of economics. geography, ber schools are Fulton, Hickman, to be sponsored here by the Fulton er-st, Fulton, reported for recruit cently,
BAILEY HUDDLESTON
and went to his son for a
civics; Mac Burrow, commercial Cayce. Western near Hickman, Cen- Rotary Club the last of September, training at the United States Naval visit and
AND OTHERS TO FLA.
check-up, as his he
teacher; Mrs. Kelly Jones, English tral at Clinton, Bardwell, Fulgham, Joe Brown, president, stated this Training Center, Bainbridge, Md. had not
been good. Up to his
Carter,
who
enlisted
for
twp
Bailey Huddleston, Fulton post- and Social Science; Irma Hamilton, Lowes, Arlington and Wingo.
week.
tirement he was serving as'an.
years, entered the. Naval Servce
master, George Covington of May- home economics; Miss Icie Pepper,
Pioneer Day is being initiated here
gine inspector at the
roiled
June 30, 1946, at Union City, Tenn.
field and Mr. Cox of Benton, left ffrst grade; Miss Margaret Gardner, X-RAY CLINICS TO
this year for the first time, when
here.
Before this, he attended Fulton
Sunday morning to attend the Na- 3rd and 4th grades; Mrs. W. R. BE HELD NEXT WEEK
men 80 and over will be entertainHe leaves his sort, Dr.
Heywood,
High school.
tional Post-masters Convention in Reams, fifth and sixth grades.
ed and feted as honored guests.
and three grandchildren. His .wife.
Miami, Fla. Joe Browder of this
the late Mrs.- Bushia Flagare
A series of X-Ray clinics to ex,
nor
L. C. Bone, 18, son of Mr. and wood,
city accompanied them.
W. B. PHELPS
amine local children and adults for ADVISORY COUNCIL
preceded him tn,
,,i‘eath sewn
Mrs.
Lloyd
Bone,
105
Sixth-st,
Ful.
HELD
TRAINING MEET
years ago
W. B. "Berlie" Phelps, 58, died symptoms of tuberculosis will be
ton, reported for recruit training
EDGAR HAYES DIED
ctive
suddenly Saturday
in
Detroit, hel din Fulton next Tuesday and HERE THIS WEEK
Abe
eY,
at
the
United
States
SUNDAY AT HICKMAN
Naval Train- Eugeot
Mich.. where he had lived for the Wednesday.'
rker,
Torn Curlier,
The fall Advisory Council of the ing Center, Bainbridge, Md.
past 22 years. The body arrived in Clinic- will be held Tuesday all
A. Callen, Wallace
Bone, who enlisted for two years, Signkle. Wes1,119
Edgar E. Hayes of Blytheville, Fulton Wednesday night of this day ors Lake-st from
110101gears: I. C.
9 a. m. to 3 Fulton County Homemakers Asentered
the
Naval
Ark., died Sunday afternoon at the week, and was taken tci the
Servic
eJune
30,
sociation
railroa <Mop etnpleyes, members
held a special training
Horn- O. m. •
1946,
at
Union
home of his brother, J. W. Mayes, beak Funeral Home. Funeral servCity,
Tenn.
Before of the Llks CIO and Masonic
Wednesday morning from 9 to meeting for club officers at the
this he attended Fulton High sehooL Lodic
in Hickman after an extended ill- ices were conducted Thursday
aft- 12, the clinic will be conducted at Cayce Methodist Church Thursness. Funeral services were held in ernoon at Wesley Church near Milton Colored School.
day, September 12.
Kr. Harwood was a member of
Benjamin Hancel Bon
that city.
111. son the Magatifc and Elks loges, and
Plans were made during the sesBeelerton by the Rev. E. C. Nall.
Wednesday afternoon from 1 p.
of Mr. and Mrs. Benj
Mr. Mayes, 56, born and reared Interment followed in the church m. to 3 p. m. the clinic will
$1111,140deopal church. He was anbe held sion for the annual day to be held
in Hickman was a pharmacist ahd cemetery, in charge of Hornbeak at Carr Institute.
October 11. Miss Zehna Monroe, as- Bonds, Route 2,
a colonel on th egovernor's
for
recruit
traini
partner of the late T. T. Swayne Funeral Home.
sistant state leader of home agents
etellif during Rube Laffoon's adin the Hickman Drug Co., for many
nsin istration.
from Lexington, was on the pro- States Naval Tra
He is survived by his widow; one
bridge, Md.
years. He was later in the drug daughter, Mrs. Ed Mell of Detroit;
gram.
Bonds, who enliste
business In Blytheville, until ill two sons, Harold Phelps_of Detroit,
FRANK GILBERT MOVES
entered the Naval Ser
Mr. and Mrs. Powell Webb of
29, CREApt STATION TO
health forced his retirement, when and Robert Howard Phelps of the
MRS. MARY V. ADAMS
1946, at Union City, T
Before NEW BLDG. ON MEARS
he returned to Hickman.
U. S. Army, stationed in Atlanta, Oak Ridge, Tenn., are attending the
Mrs. Mary V. Adams, 86, died
He is survived by his mother; Ga.; two sisters. Mrs. W. B. Weath- bedside of her sister, Mrs. Estell Friday at her home at 110 Valley- this he attended South FUlton High
Emerson, who remains quite ill in st, this city. Funeral services were schooL
one brother, and three sisters; and erspoon, Water Valley, and' Mrs.
Frank Gilbert, operator of the
C.
a son in Florida. Mrs. W. B. Holman H. Hornsby, Hickman; one brother, the Haws Clinic.
Swift vream station in Fulton, vrill
held Sunday afternoon at the HornJohn Leon Cunningham, stew- move the statio nto the new buildand Miss Lorene Mayers of Ful- Alonzo Phelps of Hickman; two
Hillon Nelson has returned to beak Funeral Chapel by the Rev.
ton are sisters.
grandchildren and several nieces his home in Detroit after spending Sam Ed Bradley. pastor of the First ard's mate, second class, 315 Burns ing located just back of Kroger
ave., Fulton, -is serving aboard the store on Mears-st. H eis proud of his
a few days here with his parents, Baptist church.
and nephews.
FULTON MAN GETS
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Nelson.
USS Portsmouth, new place of business.
She is survived by seven children; light cruiser
Mrs. Lillie Miller is visiting Mr. Mattie Workman, V. H. Adams, which has returned from a ten
50 DAYS IN JAIL
COURT ROOM BEING
FOR DRUNKENNESS
and Mrs. Reale Pittman in Florida. Arthur Adams, Lon Adams, Has- week good-will tour of the South SPEAKER TO TALK
REDECORATED HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Cannon were sle Carver, Reta Ridgeway, and Atlantic and the West Coast of AT WESTERN SCHOOL
Africa.
William Stewart hailed into court
Painters have been busy for the in Jackson, Tenn., last Wednesday. Mary Prewitt.
he Portsmouth, flagship of Rear
Mr. J. T. Jackson remains about
Mr. J. E. Hite of Jackson, Miss.,
here for the second time in one past few days repainting and reShe was born in Gibson County,
week, Monday morning was sent to decorating the court room on the the same in the Jones Clinic.
Tenn., on Nov. 5, 1859. She married Admiral M. E. Curtis, USN, Com- will be at the Western High Schoo;
the county jail in Hickman for second floor of the City Hall. The
Basil Watkins of Detroit, Mich., G. H. Adams in August, 1874, and mander of the South Atlantic Friday night September 13 to dbpublic drunkenness, after failing to interior, including the main court spent a few days here last week.
he preceded her in death about ten Force, put into Newport, 4. I. miles cuss better methods of picking apa
make $1,000 bond.
room, ante-rooms, hall and stairs
Mr. Jess Coleman and Mr. and years ago. She was a member of of cruising in foreign waters be- handling fotton. Mr. Hite is an
authority'on this subject and will
Stewart was given preliminary will be refinished.
Mrs. Claude Goodwin and daughter the Baptist church, having joined hind her.
lead an interesting discussion pointtrial before Judge Adams last week
of Detroit, Mich , have been visiting eiLrly in life.
Our grand business in life is not ing out methods that mey be used
on a charge of attacking D. T
Mr. and Mrs. Cone Aldridge and friends and relatives here.
Creedle, Fulton
It is possible to hear sotnething so to see what lies dimly at a distance, to enable farmers to sell cotton of
merchant, and Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Cannon spent
Mrs. Lonzo Stafford and Ray
bound over to await action of Sunday afternoon at Gilbertsville spent Saturday night with Mr. and often that you believe it is true and but to do what lies clearly at hand a higher grade.
Everyone is invited to attend.
—Carlyle.
grand jury under $500 bond.
Dam and Kentucky Lake.
Mrs. Hobert Woodruff.
begin repeating it yourself.

DUKEDOM

•11
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*!the property of stockholders.
Many wise men have written! The world is packed with people
Maybe we can prevent war by
many wise things but what do you who can tell other persons how
Mr. ancr Mrs. James Robert Ma- sending some of our pacifists into
I they should behave.
know about them?
sier are the pround parents of a Soviet Russia to preach disarmament
and
conscientious
teach
obbaby girl born Thursday in the
jectors.
Fulton hospital.

*

INTERIOR
DECORATING?

Attie B. Cloys of Milan, Tenn.,
sefent the week end with hs mother,
Mrs. Ruth Cloys.
See us for your New Patterns 'in Wall Papers,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan visited Mr. and Mrs. Fred Baranaway
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.
of Union City Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce and
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
daughter, Donna spent the week
end with Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Cruce
Typewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
and Mrs. Ella Holly.
A Simpson and John Asbel visRegisters Carefully Repaired
ited in Greenway, Ark., Sunday.
Mrs. Vada Bard and Miss Hattie
Hampton spent Sunday with Mrs.
Mae Hampton.
Mrs. Lucy Burnett and Miss
Myrtle Burnett spent Sunday with
COMPANY
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant.
Phone 85
304 Walnut Street
Fulton, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Sloan and
cLughter left Saturday to make
their home in Muskegeon, Mich.
Graddy Hurst of Nashville, Tenn.,
11112111111111KIIIIMICIIIISIIIIINIIHNIIIIMIIiiINSOO'1111411111111'111117111117111111111111LEN1115111011111WIIIIIIIIMINIMMIIIIVINJ spent the week end with Mr. and
Mrs. Lemuel Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Notes spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Mosier.
Mrs. A. J. Lowe entertained the
members of his Sunday School class
witha party in the basement of the
M. E. Church Friday evening.

FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE SUPPLY

"PHOTOGRAPHS
LIVE FOREVER"

LATHAM
We do all kinds of photographic work, including
Studio Sittings, Home Portraiture, Commercial
Work, and Kodak Finishing.

LET US PHOTOGRAPH YOUR
DISCHARGE PAPERS

GARDNER'S STUDIO
212 Commercial Av.

Phone 693

Fulton

Now Open
For Business!
Vv'e are now ready to serve you at our new
Service Station and Grocery, 1 1-2 miles
south of Fulton on the Martin Highway. We
offer the motoring public complete Gulf Service.
GOOD GULF GASOLINE
GULF NO-NOX, High Test Gasoline
, GULF PRIDE MOTOR OILS
• We invite you to visit us, and will appreciate
your patronage.

CAMPBELL'S
Service Station &Grocery
Les Campbell, Prop.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL KINDS OF

Seed Cleanin
We are,- ,equipped and have the experience to give you the kind of service you
desire in seed claming.
Tin ittS0 HAVE SEED FOR YOUR FALL
sowiNG AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES.
See us for your FEED AND FERTILIZER
NEEDS, and let us do your CUSTOM GRINDING.

A.C.Butts&Sons
Phone 202-W yr 202-J
East State Line
Fulton. Kentucky

AND BIBLE 'UNION

The stock market has had one or
two recessions but there will be
bullish signs again and the suckers
will stay in too long. They always
do.
A few years ago there was general belief that the railroads were
down and out; now they can't find
enough cars to haul the nation's
freight.
If you planted a spring garden
and canned your vegetables like
you should, there is no use to worry about high prices for canned
vegetables.
The Indians are finding it difficult to assume control of their
country but, in the long run, they
will manage to govern themselves
without rioting.
As Mr. Donald Nelson wrote Mr.
Joseph Stalin: The American people
do not even agree about their pojitics, their religion or their economic
system.
There are some people who have
the art of making money, and it
is not to be denounced but it is a
pity that so many of them have
nothing much besides.
One business man hr,c1 a system
bf not answering letters because
half of them would answer themselves if left alone but he doesn't
explain what happened to the others.
Let's not forget that the next
war, if and 3.vhen it arrives, will
not afford us two or three years
in which to train the men necessary.
to defend this country .
If you have ever listened to two
people tlel v.-hat both saw occur you
will understand why it is difficult
for historians to write accurately
about what they never saw.

Mr. raid Mrs. Pete Winstead are
rejoicing ove rthe arrival of a
new baby girl, born at the Fulton
Hospital last Friday.
• Bro. Oliver from
Covington,
I Tenn., delivered a good sermon at
E Bible Union Sunday morning. He
g was formerly from Detroit, Mich.,
and was a visitor in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Laws.
Remember, Donald Howard and
"His Smiling Hillbillies" will be at.
Bible Union school on Tuesday GOLDEN GLEAMS
night September 17th. Hamburgers
and cold drinks will be sold. 11 for
Prove all things; hold fast that
the benefit of the school. Come out! which is good. Thessalonians v 21.
Mr. J. T. Jackson is much imThe good man is his 6wn friend.
proved.
—Sophocles.
In goodness there are all kinds
of wisdom.—Euripides.
NOTES AND COMMENT
The good hate sin from an inmate
love of virtue.—Horace.
Goodness is not a comparison.
Let us put an end, once for all,
Wanted: Garden seeds that bear
to this discussion of what a good
like advertised.
Schools should not be confused man should be and be one.—
Marcus Aurelius. •
with football classes.
Optimism is more important to
No man deserves to be prised for
business than cash is to buyers.
his goodness unless he has strength
Unsuccessful candidates perform of character to be wicked. All other
a public service in a democracy.
goodness is generally nothing but
Very few people willingly try indolence or Impotence of will.
to do work that some one else —Le Rochefoucauld.
should do.
What we don't know is better
understood by us than almost anyCAGLE & BOWLIN
body else.
One of these days we plan to get
Furnaces Vacuum
ahead of our work but nobody ever
dEeventually, every man looks death
in the face and finds new values
inTh
lifee. wisdom of the past reposes
mostly in books which nobody
bothers to read.
A five-cent air mail stamp is not
as important as the extension of
air mail service.
DDT may do to inse.its what
some of the insects would like to
'do to the human race.
Storm clouds on the international
horizon increase the public's esteem
of the "brass hats."
There are some people who think
the farmers should produce abundantly regardless of prices.
Tito must appear brave to his
adherents in Yugoslavia and this,
after all may be what he has in

Cleaned
Plumbing and Heating
Stoker Service

See Us for Your—

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!
We have a good supply of popular veterinary
supplies, and will be glad to fill your needs.
HOG C‘HOLERA.
STOCK TONICS.

WORM CAPSULES

VETERINARY SYRINGES and NEEDLES

NEW OWL
DRUG COMPANY
r,

I

GIVE OLD WALLS
AND CEILINGS
"A NEW LEASE
ON LIFE!"
Apply Kurfees Flat-Tint Wall Finish ... the genuine,
high-quality oil paint that covers any surface smoothly, quickly, thoroughly ... that solves your decoration problems at a surprisingly low cost . .. that
gives you years of service and justifiable pride..
Produces a soft, non - glaring velvet - like finish
adaptable to any room.

KURFEES FLAT-TINT
COMe8 in thirteen exquisite pastel tints from which
to choose the color or color combination best suited
to each room. . .. Can be washed over and over
ithout impairing its delicately rich and lustrous
finish. ... The ideal wall-and-ceiling finish for any
room — bedroom, living room, kitchen, dining room
or bathroom. ... Get free color chart today!

KRAMER LUMBER CO.
Walnut St.

Phone 96

Fulton, Ky,

TIRES VULCANIZED
AND RECAPPED
Auto Parts
Sporting Goods
Tires

MEL SIMONS
miA
ndiree press is worthless unless
journalists worships the truth, evPhone 478
en in the reporting of incidental
matters.
We are not afraid of Commun- Upper Main St, Fulton
ism or of the Communists but we
have no idea what they might try
to do.
The objective of human endeavor
is to ascertain the truth; there is
DRIVE IN
really no other worthwhile occupa- A
tion.
Its about time for somebody to
TO SEE US
denounce the British gain it might
take public attention from some
oilier occurrences.
It would be nice if everybody
PIT BAB-B-Q, SOUP, CHILI
obeyel the laws of the land and
SANDWICHES
tried to be helpful to other people,'
wouldn't it? Will you?
Oppen Sundays and Every Night
A Congressman should respect
the views of his r.ronstituents but,
after all, he is the Congressman,
HOP'S LUNCI4 ROOM
with a duty to the nation.
This is the time of the year when
Plenty Parking Space
a hundred scholars take a
back
Curb Service
ser.t In the presence of a good
lines.'
man or a superlative back.
Labor: is always entitled to just
Across Street From OK Laundry
wages and a falr reward; this
Your Patronage Appreciated
doesn't mean that it should appropriate

3

POULTRY POWDER

206 Church St.
Phone 399

Kelly-Springfield

Hill
Labor
and
Mr.
spent
ily re

"Make it short--I'm in a hurry to get home. There's
quart of Fulton Pure Milk In the refrigerator.

Fultor. Pure Milk C'c.

a

Ram
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DUKEDOM
HiIlion Nelson of Detroit spent
Labor Day with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Nelson.
Mr. Basil Watkins of Detroit
spent a few days here with his family recently.

G. D. Newton were in Jackson,
Tenn!, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy GU)
, were
the dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
James Robert Browder recently.
J. T. Jackson, who has been
quite ill at the Jones Clinic, is improved.
Mrs. Estell Emerson
remains
• about the same, at the Haws Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Starks spent
Labor Day with Mrs. Adrianne
Rose.

Carmi Starks of St. Louis spent
a few days here last week with his
father.
Mrs. Sally Cavender of Fulton
visited Mr. an dMrs. Norman Harris and Miss Mable Cavender recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Cannon and

FURNACE and ROOF
Let us clean and repair your furnace, or repair
your roof.
TIN WORK A SPECULLTY

Smallman & Webb
'ITN SHOP
Main and Olive Streets,

Fulton, Ky.

Island
Queen
MOONLITE DANCE
EXCURSION
Benefit

Paducah

Police and Fireman's Fund
PADUCH, Ky., at 9:00 P. M.

'Leaving

from

Wednesday Sept. 18th
CLYDE TRASK
.74,:11.Trii

DANCING
FREE

HIS BAND
& SINGERS

FARE AT BOAT $12
.
5
Ism Iodated la all Pam

SERVICE
PEOPLE

654
d bd

Get Advance Tickets at.:
PADUCAH
ALL POLICE AND FIRE STATIONS
GILBERT-BENNETT DRUG STORES
4th and Broadway; 6th and Broadway

No Building Is Immune
From dIRE-But everybody can follow these common
sense precautions and help reduce the hazard.s:
1. Clean up your premises.
2. Clean out trash from attics, cellars and
closets.
3. CHECK YOUR FIRE INSURANCE
POLICY—be sure you are fully covered—both
buildings and household effects.
4. If you have any insurance problems or
desire additional coverage, phone No. 5.
F1RE—it can happen to you!

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
Main Street

Fulton, Kentucky

Easy To Build
With BLOCKS

MONOPOLISTIC PRACTICES
EVIL
The Ame,rican system of capitalism is based upon opportunity for
individuals which cannot exist if
monopolies are permitt,ed to control the manufacture and sale of
products.
The Justice Department is making every effort to break up illegal
combinations of business men who
conspire to take advantage of buyerS and do not hestitate to use drastic methods to eliminate competition.
Recently, in Washington, it was
announced that anti-trust suits will
be brought against a number of
comix.nies who will be charged
with conspiring to mulct the Federal and local governments in the sale
of supplies. The practices complained of are designed to secure higher
prices by breaking down competitive bids by eliminating competition and by allocating territory for
sales.
Edward T. Hodges, special assistant to the Attorney General, recently, delivered an address before
the National Institute of Government Purchasers, Incorporated, in
which he called attention to deliberate efforts to take advantage of
the Government. Mr. Hodges said
that time and time again, when the
Government entered the market to
purchase materials, it has been unable to obtain competitive bids and
that in instance after instance, it
has been confronted with bids
"identical to the last cent." He as
serts that such bids can be accounted for in no other way than by the
"presence and power of monopolistic combinations."
Mr. Hodges says that "in
the
years inunediately ahead, the necessty of combatting mononopolistic
practices will be much greater than
ever before." He calls attention to
"the concentration of economic power in many industries, the disappearance of small producers during the war years, and the scarities
occasioned by war and reconversion, all of which will affect the conditions under which purchases are
made." He insists that a determined an dunited endeavor will be
made to enforce the laws against
cr,rtels, combinations and monopolies in all their forms.
SEPTEMBER THE
HARVEST MONTH
September, the seventh month in
the ancient Roman cz•lendl- and
the ninth sice the days of Julius
Caesar, is featured by what is
known as the harvest moon which
appears above the horizon at sunset for several rays and gives light
enough for farmers to continua.
their harvesting.
This year, the farmers of the
United States are gOthering recordbreaking crops and the nation, as
a whole, celebrates the tenth consecutive year of good growing seasons. The importance of the annual
harvest is sometimes overlooked by
modern people, unaccustomed to the
vicissitudes that beset mankind in
earlier days.
Now, with modern methods of
warehousing, packaging and keeping foodstuffs, the danger of famine
is regarded as remote in the United
States but, due to the war, it is
a present treat to many millions
of people throughout the world.
CAN "PEOPLF.S" MAKE PEACE?

Concret,e or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,
Sand and Gravel. See us for your building
needs.

Adams & Lowe
Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.

An editor writing of the peace
conference in Paris says that the
"great frustration" is that "the people have so little direct voice."
This is an interesting complaint
but if anyone has figured out a
method by whtch the people can
have a direct voice in the work of
framing the peace treaties of Europe, we have never heard of it.
There are close to 140,400,000 pet,.
pie in the United States. They are
unable to agree upon any political
issue, debate economic issues with
considerable difference of opinion
and find it almost impossible to agree upon the simplest tenets of religion. How can the voice of Americans become "direct" in Paris?
The situation in many other cowl.
tries is considerably worse. Let us
take Russia, for elcample. where the
people have practically no direct

voice in their own government. -YOUR'RE ANOTHER"
Can anyone imagine a system that TECHNIQUE
would mai.e effective the voice of The airing of digiornatic squabbles
and the public denunciation of nathe Russian people in Paris?
The suggestion that the delegates tions and personages may be the
to the peace conference should be way to promote good feeling but
members of the legislative body we have our daPbts.
There is no gainsaying the availelected by the peopl of a country
does not meet thd need. Obviously, ability of a forum from which
there are many members of the charges and counter-charges are
American Congress with views on proclaimed. Particularly, the Rusforeign questions that have never .sians use the technique of answerbeen approved by the people of the ing allegations by making others,
United States in any direct vote.
There is centally no reason to believe that the selection of a Member of Congress would give the
United States a delegate more in
line with the views of the people
than the Secrtary of State, appointed by the President.
It should not be overlooked, in
this connection, that there are many
countries in which the people are
not accustomed to participate directly by vote or otherwise in determining grave and important issues. Where there are not free
elections, in the fullest sense of the
term, no country can name a delegate to represent the people and,
where there are elections in the
frest sense, an elected delegate
could only represent the views of
the majority of the voters.

much in the nature of the little boy
who yells, "your're another."
With attentiorr focused upon Yugoslavia the Ukrainians advance to
allege that Greece is fomenting war
with Albania, which happens to be
somewhat wihtin the Soviet orbit
at the present ime. Obviously, if
people within the Russian zone hear
nothing about Yugoslavia and are
told much about Greece they will
get the idea which the Russians
want the mto belleve.

eatFord Trucks

Subscribe to THE NEWS!

FEATURING
32 IMPORTANT
ADVANCEMENTS

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
All persons holding claims against
the estate of W. M. Patrick, deceased will please present them approved at once. All persons indebted to said estate please see me
at once.
J. C. Sugg, Sr., Administrator of
W. M. Patrick personal estate.

New aluminum alloy
pistryns with 4 rings
each--new SILVALOY
bearings ... these and
many more advancements mean more work

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Horne

for less money!

129 University
Phone SIM
MARTIN, TENN.
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means

These fine new trucics add still
further to the great Ford truck
reputation of more work for
lees money. Thirty-two new
engineerint advancements increase their efficiency and your
profits!

We Service All Makes
Our thoroughly trained truck
mechanics and special truck
service facilities enable us to
give you A-1 service on all
makes.
•

HUDDLESTON MOTOR CO.
FULTON, KY.
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Get Your Farm and Home News
During This SPECIAL OFFER!

For II Subscription
Value
One is
You can now subscribe to THE NEWS and save FIFTY PERCENT. In other words, you may oblain TWO YEARS SUBSCRIPTION FOR THE PRICE OF ONE, or YOU and A FRIEND MAY
SUBSCRIBE at the cost of one.

,

,9

Renew Your Subscription Nowt./
Subscribe For Yourself,
and A Friend!
Last time we made this special offer hundreds of readers responded bocauae it offered them as
opportunity to save, and get THE NEWS regularly at extra low cost.

THIS OFFER WILL REMAIN IN EFFECT UNTIL VIE REACH OUR
GOAL--THEN IT WILL NOT BE MADE AGAIN THIS YEAR.

Don't Delay--But Act Today
U Yen' unmet Wane En right *dal, /UST DROP US A CARD or phses im, aad
—.I. Paul Bashart, Publisher.
up, and you can pay at your coovenienee.

slips

Fulton News
"Your Farm and Horne Paper"
WANTED--Nevrs correspondents in all commwtities. Contact the
lisher at once.

- .41
,
..01111111E,
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Sick Headaches Drove
Her To Bed For Days
Iletonga Again Proves
Merit To Well-Known
Resident. Mrs. Dardel
Dreaded Eating Even
Lightest Moal. She
States. Now Ras Fine
Appetite And Feels
Stronger 'Than in Years.
"Distress from indigestion made
me dread eating and sick headaches
often compelled me to stay in bed
for several days, but thanks to Retonga I am now feeling better than
in yews," happily states Mrs. Sidna
housewife, of
Daniel, respected
Route 2, Dayton, Tenn.
"I knew I would feel bloated and
have to endure terrible stomach gas
pains'even after the lightest meal,"
continued Mrs. Daniel. "La& of
nourishment sapped my strength
Until sometimes I ha dto get help
with my housework. Nights I felt
so restless I rolled and tossed almost until mo'rning. Excruciating
'sick headaches, too, often tortured
me unmercifully, and sluggish elimination made me a slave to harsh
laxatives. I seemed run-down almost to the point of exhaustion.

CHAS

. W. BURROW

MRS. SIDNA DANIEL
"Thanks to the splendid relief
Retonga brought me I am now up
and going daily. Poor elimination
and the distress of those terrible
headaches are relieved. I sleep well
and awaken feeling refreshed. Stomach gas and other discomfort are
relieved and I-eat heartily at every
meal. Before I took Retonga I never dreamed any
medicine could
bring such grand relief."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow of
digestive uices in the stomach, loss
of appetite, Vitamin B deficiency
and constipation. Accept no substitute. Retonga may be obtained at
Pemyer Drug Co.
Adv.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMJBER 15
HC RISTIAN SCIENCE

-Substance" is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon which will be read
in all Christian Science churches
throughout the world on Sunday,
OMCE OVER CITY NA17ONAL
September 15, 1946.
BANS—PHONE 61
The Golden Text is "Wisdom and
Farm and City Property knowledge shall be the stability of
times. Juici strength of salvaList or Buy With Us! thy
tior: the fear of the Lord in his
Subscribe to THE NEWS!
treasure." (Isa. 33:6).

REAL ESTATE cuul
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER

Harvest Time
IS HERE AGAIN!
And when vou are in need of STAPLE and
FANCY GROCERIES drop in to see us. It is a
pleasure and privilege to serve you, and we appreciate your patronage.

SUPPLIES FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN
Pan-Am Products
GASOLINE—KEROSENE—MOTOR OILS

COUNCE'S GROCERY
AND SERVICE STATION
Located on Martin Highway — South Fulton
Near School

_ANNOUNCEMENT
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PALESTINE
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell, Mrs
Thomas Stokes and children spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Milner of
St. Louis spent the week end with
Partners in profit, and yet they
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gus don't seem to realize it. These two
Browder.
business factors are the heads of
Mrs. Eston Browder vsited her our corporations and the heads of
mother Mrs. A. L. Ball a patient our labor unions.
in Baptist hospital last of the
When business thrives both the
week.
corporate heads and their stockMr. and Mrs. Homer Weather- holders thrive.
When business
spoon and son, Dan were guests of thrives both the labor union heads
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bocicrnan and and their members thrive.
family near Beelerton, Sunday.
Good business conditions provide
Mrs. Grace Andrews of Washing- good wages and good profits. Good
ton, D. C., is the guest of Mr. and wages create buying power and
Mrs. Eston Browder.
buying power creates profits. Good
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Steward of working conditions create improved
Big Springs, Texas and Mr and Mrs. production and improved producJack Sorrell of Cincinnatti, Ohio, tion increases profits.
have returned to their homes after
Corporate heads and labor leada visit with Mr. and Mrs. Rice ers are partners today. Each recSpence.
ognize and respect -the rights of
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. the other. When either side uses
Gus Donoho were. Mr. and Mrs. power to force factors whcih are
Lawrence Brown, Mrs. Luther Don- detrimental to business prosperity
oho and daughters of Martin, Mr. the ultimate achievement for all
and Mrs. Gus Browder and Mr. be delayed.
and Mrs. Ed Thompson.
Mesdames Robert Thompson and
In spite of all the administration's
Clarance Caldwell
attended the commissions and committee
the
district clothing lesson for Home- ctuntry is still without adequate
makers last Friday in Mayfield.
means of settling labor disputes
Mesdames Allie Browder, C. L. with justice to both labor and
Drysdale and Perry Capelle were management and from all indicain Memphis two days last week.
tions this woeful lack on the part
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. of government to govern is to conJohn Verhines and family were Mr. tinue until a new wave of ill-feeland Mrs. L. T. Allen of Sturgis, Ky., ing pluges the nation into another
Mr. and Mrs. John Walls of Duke- industral war.
dom, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Walls
of Pilot Oak, Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
As we talk of preserving demoGriffin and son of Union City and
cracy, The American 'Way, if we
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shupe of Fulresort to all manner of strct rules
ton.
and regulations, with the power to
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson and
enforce in the hands of all manner
daughter of Paducah spent the of
government bureaus and comweek end with his parents. Their
missions, we will be attempting to
son, John returned home with them
eat our cake and have it too.
after a visit with his grand parents,
The free countries of the world
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson.
stand now with cake in hand. Whal
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Lambka
will they have tomorrow? Vast
visited Harold Fewitt a short time
volumes of rules and regulations,
Monday afternoon enroute to their
and only cake crumbs?
home in Kansas. Mr. Lambka vvas
We predict that in another hunda radar operator in Harold's .crew
red years, either every country will
overseas.
have a dictator, or there will be
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt and
a return to monarchial form oi
Jimmie Wallace were guests of Mr.
government. We predict that, be.
and Mrs. Percy King Sunday night.
cause of the desire for curbing the
free activities of a neighbor is beSubscribe to THE NEWS!
ing brought about throuth the demands of neighbors.
The people are fastening distatorial regulations on themselves by
demanding more and more rigid
control over ale fellow across the
street. And every rule you fasten
on your neighbor, curbing aud controlling his actions, to Exactly the
same degree curbs and controls
your actions.
You cannot take freedom from
a neighbor and keep freedom for
yourself. And if our idea of governSelf-Regulation is not
ment is just a system of swatting, at
confined to the cities
a neighbor, then we are not capable
cmd towns of Kentucky.
of self-government. That is the way
back to.the 'time of lords and kings
It reaches out into the
on one hand and serlfdom on the
highwcrys cmd the byother.
ways--guarding the inWe thought we could tax only
the rich in this country. That was
terest of the public cmd
the aim of our various new taxes,
of the brewing industry
especiallly the income tax. But to
wherever beer or cde is
make it "domocratic" some one proposed that every person whose insold.
come was above the subsisterv:e
level be taxed. So now the work is
In the remotest rural
out with his organizations fighting
erects, beer retailers
for a higher "take home pay."
are aware of Sell-ReguTAKE IT OR LEAVE IT
lation, awl -the great

WHERE IT
SUCCEEDS

philosophies on the bargain counters of "sound judgment."

?:!avvn...P4,1-3uttemli,"

kr Weeks
ON YOult PANTRY SHELF

NOW! Bake any time...at a moment's notice with
Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast
If you bake at home— baking day is any day
you feel like it, with Fleischmann's Fut RI/ill(
Dry Yeast. Easy-to-use,extra-fast,kleischmann's
Fast Rising stays fresh, full strength for weeks
on your pantry shelf. Always ready for instant
action. Get Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast
today. The menfolk will brag about your baking
more than ever. At your grocer's.
•

Browder's White
Flour Is Back

majority of them ap-

operate in its aims.

11•••

We wish to announce to-our friends and customers that we are now located in our new building, 316 Walnut Street, which is directly across
the street from our old stand.

Otu suggestions for
better operating Fracdais are. in most cams.
billowed to the letter.
Where such cooper*.
ties is not forthcoming.
steps am keen to 'f-

Our new shop is modern throughout and we
are prepared to serve you. We invite you to
visit us.

led strict compliance
with the law end intik
the high stmsdards
the brewing industry.

KEYS MADE TO ORDER
KENTUCKY

EXUM'S
Radio, Electric & Repair Shop
Fulton.

CONIMITT! E

UNITED STATES
BREWERS
FOUNDATION
,ARRv D

Phone 207

AIN'T

11 FUNNY HOW
FOLI _
'f1-11 SIZE OF SOME
ON
DEPENDS
VESTS
T
YVE
HOW MUCH
IN -*MIR
POCKET

Whatever the she of your vetit ...
it will be the same size when you
get It back from the QUALITY
CLEANERS. Our cleaning fluids
large numbers of folks, in all sta- neither fade nor shrink. Sending
tions of life have piped down on your clothes to us for cleaning asthe hope of "making the World safe sures you of an expert.job.
for Democracy."
After all, anybody can guess for
"11
ANU
themseiVes which is right: Wise
()t
C4
4 V?r
men or wild men, since none of
PRESS wHiLE YOU VVIEIT
JOHN fil'icAND PROF:
("11
them see mto be able to sell their

SELFREGULATION

plaud its princiFdes. co-

316 Walnut St.

CO-OPERATIVE
ELECTRIFICATION
Administrator
of Rural
The
Electrification Claude Wickard told
a large gathering of interested
groups at Purdue University, Indiana a few days ago that "REA coops are genuine co-ops in every
sense of the word," all because they
the owned, operated and controlled
by the people they serve. The memopen to anyone in need
bership
of electric service and who can be
served by a rural electrification administration. mr. Wickard put the
cracker on the whip by telling Purdue that these "electric officials
are elected by and from their osvn
membership; they are non-profit
organizations, organize dsolely for
the purpose of serving rural people
in need of electrification."

FRANCE, StatE Dvrtor
1523 HEYBURN BUILDING
LOUISVILLE

There is the big split in opinion
in your own National Capital in
Washington. The Big Boys ought to
know—but do they7
Most of the so called wise ajpen
predcit that the worldwide troubles
between nations will be adjusted.
They aren't very certoin just how
that will be brought about, but the
trends indicate that the wise folks
depen don the able men representing us in the council chambers of
the World.
Leading statesmen in the National
Capital believe that all the World
is afraid of the great strength, power and wealth of the United States,
puls the atomic bomb. That is a
comforting way to regard the international situation.
The wild men do not seem to be
afraid of war, but rnost of them arc
arguing to the effect that the third
World War is frot very far off and
that it may open the fireworks in
1947. These wild men talk very
loud and they advocate and insist
that the United States--perhaps
with the approval of Great Britain,
should tell Russia and its sympathetic neighbors who are blocking
international peace and understanding, "to take it or leave it."
'This is a somewhat new philosophy that is growing in America
politics. In any event, Fad to say—

Queen's Choice, Plain
an d

Browder's Special
Self-Risink Flour
actually melt in, your •mouth... these
Theo
lighter vhiter biscuits with their soft,silky interior
and gOlden

CAW. We,(lige:still:4e. too,

Complete Satisfaction or
Yoki Money l3ar,k

Browder
Milling Co„,Inc.

s
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•TIDBITS
RHYMED WISDOM
:T

you
LITE
fluids
LC as-

There was a time when morals
and manners and many things were
reduced to verse. Poetry is said to
have been developed long • before
prose, anyway, hence it was only
natural that anything that was to
be learned "by heart" should be
in rhymed form. The ancients often devoted some of their best
poetic talent to 'composing poems
of maxims about farming or beekeeping or cattle-growing, as well
as treatieses on how to get along
in
theworld. Though we do not
consciously prodUce such rhymes
any more, we still have hundreds
of rhymed maxims that nearly everybody know.
Take weather, for example. We
have always known this bit of wisdom:
"Even red and morning gray
Will send the traveler on his way;
But evening gray and morning
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Lake Street, Fulton

Next to the City National Bayik

PLUMBING SERVICE
JUST CALL FOR

R. D. STRATTON, Plumber
at the

B.& B. SUPPLY Co.
My home address is Fourth-ave., Highlands,
Fulton, Ky.

5

•

red
Will pour the rain down on hill
head."
Here is another one equally well
known:
"Rainbow at morning
Sheperd's warning;
Rainbow a tnight
Sheperd's delight."
1Dee-keepers know that
"A swarm of bees in 'May
Is worth a load of hay;
A swarm of bees in June
,
Is worth a silver spoon.
But a swarm of bees in Jul,
Is not worth a fly."
How could lovers.of other times
lived and lived without
have
rhymes?
In fact, it la still thought that
love and spring and birds and bees
cause young poets to labor over
verses. The old-fashioned candy
kisses that we used to buy had little slips of genuine love poetry
wrapped up with the gooey hunk
of candy. The classic of all is, as
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good teleolt000 service.

Your Telephone Company is doing the largest
volume of business in its history, yet telephone eariings. continue to decline.
The reason is perfectly clear. Your telephone rate Isis remained the same for many
years while the costs of furnishing you telephone service hXve increased. Wages, teleph4petnateriale,
ititi4oing

costs, services, all
so7 fast 'that—
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.
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try buainess tnan knows, good opervice
t I4;
1 iiiiki
on reasonable earnings. That is basic.
To render good telephone service and to
continually improve and expand it, reasonable
telephone taming, are essential.
.Ouc vblic duty demands that Ir• report
these facts to you.

=WORN BOA TildifiGNIt AND .TILIGRAPH COMPANY
INCOIPONATID

NO 31DONESS CAN stve ADEQUATE SERVICE WITHOUT ADEQUATE EARNINGS

you already recall:
"The rose is red,
The violet blue;
Sugar's sweet,
And so are you."
That is good enough for anybody
except the sophisticated. My favorite rhyme, however, is, for this
type of poetry:
"My love for you will ever flow
Like water down a tater row."
With ordinary geological conditions, I suspect that water will
continue to flow down rows, tater
or others, fo r along time to come;
hence this is genuine love, destined
to last a long time.
What would Friday afternoon
have been
without
traditional
rhymes that we all 4knew from babyhood? Ten years ago I mentioned
some of these time-honored verses
and showed how they led up, by
labored degrees, to the very height
of elocutionary eloquence. Little
boys said
"I had a little dog, his name was
Rover;
When he died, he died all oveir,;'_
Sometimes this was the first
speech th elittle fellow ever said.
It might be that he said instead:
"I had a little mule; his name was
Jack;
I put him in the stable, and he
crawled through a crack."
Sweet little girls said:
•
"Here I stand on two little chips;
Come and kiss my sweet little
lips."
Whole books can be writen and
have been writen on traditional
rhymes.
Cayce High School News
The 7th grade had a call meeting, August 30. 1946 to elect their
officers for the coming year and
they are as follows:
President, Lee Roy Bondu r ant;
vice-presiden, Marie Williams; secretary-treasurer, Juanita
Gilbert;
reporter, Jane Atwill; enteatain:
ment committee, James Preston
Gray, Tommy Jones, Charlene McMurry, June Sharp and Sarah Moss.
8th Grade
The 8th grade had a class meeting Friday night, August 30, 1946
and elected the following officers:
President, Glynn Ray Powell;
vice-president, Jimmy Bennett; seeretary-treasuror, Buddie Perry; reporter, Catherine Cruce.
The class regrets losing Chester
Elliott who has moved to Virginia.
9th Grade
The Freshman class had a,
meeting Monday morning, Septe
ber 2, 1946 and elected the folloWing officers:
President, James Brawner; vicepresident, Manon Scott; secretarytreasuror, Charlene Pruett;
reporter, Wanda Stallins.
12th Grade
The Senior class had a very exciting Saturday night when they
went on a hay-ride and weiner
roast. They were fined for running
a red light In Union City and had
a blow-out in Fulton and then as
if that wasn't enough troubbs for
one night, one of the boys backed
into the trailor at Cayce and damaged his car. But the class had a
real good time. The class welcomes
back Joe Bazell who has returned
from serving eighteen months overseas and Joe Bondurant re-entering from Fulton.
Improvement has been made ill
the cafeteria this year. New built-in
cabinets new seating arrangments,
and the entire cafeteria has been
newly decorated. The same efficient workers are working: Namely,
Mrs. Effie Roper, Mrs. Clara Carr,
Mrs. J. C. Menees with Miss Pauline
Waggoner, Home Economics teacheras director.
All Cayce students and patrons
are certainly happy to welcome
James T. Roberts, former coach,
who ha.s recently returned 'from
overseas. The boys began practice
Monday afternoon and the prospects look much brighter this year.
The Tigers have sechduled 18
games for the coaling season which
are as follows:
Oct. 25, •Arlington, There.
Nov. 1, }Haman, There.
Nov. 5, Fulgluun, Here
•
Nov.' 8, Cunningham, There.,
Nov. 15, Western, Here. !I
Nov.-19, Bardwell, Here.
Nov. 22, Wingo, There.
Nov. 28, Central, Here.
Dec. 8, Arlington, Here.
Dec. 13, Fulgham, There.
Dec. 20, Fulton, There.
Jan. 3, Cunningham, Here.
Jan. 10, Wingo, Here.
Jan 14, Hickman, Here.
Jan. 17, Western, There.
Jan. 24, Fulton, Here.
Feb. 1, Jackson Purchase Tour.
Feb. 4, Cent71, There.
Feb. 14, Bar well, There.
Those boys anming out for practice thus far are: Roy Taylor, Moorman Allen, Harry Tuckel, Glynn

Rice, Joe Wall, Thomas Covington,
Ralph Adams, Billy Logan, Paul
Wade, Cecil Jackson, Billy Gilbert,
Jerrol Kyle, Joe Brown and James
A. Workman.
Fulton High School News
Senior Class
President, Eugene Pigue; vicepresident, Dannie Baird; secretarytreasurer, Elizabeth Ann Roper;
business manager, Jack Browder;
cheer leader, Joan McCollum.
Junion Class
President, Joe Davis; vice-president, Tip Nelms; secretary-treasurer, Jackie Bard; business manager,
Mac Nall; cheer leader, Terry McMahon.
Sophomore Class
President, Jiramy Hancock; vicepresident, Janice Lowe; secretarytreasurer, Joe James; business manager, Eddie Holt; cheer leader, Norma Jane Willey.
Freshman Class
President, Ted Goodwin, vicepresident, Dorothy Toon; secretarytreasurer, Jo Ann Nelms; business
manager, Jerry Forrest; cheer leader, Cissy Murphy.

carceration, protests, "I'm not a
criminal and I don't deserve this."
His attitude seems to be slrared by
some notables in the amusement
world who wrate letters in an effort to prevent Mr. White from receiving a jail esntence.
While we are not familiar with
the facts in the case, we have no
idea that the producer would have
been convicted if he had not been
guilty of the crime charged,against
him. Whether he was the accidental
victim of circumstances, or not, the
fact remains that the case had some
suspicio.us circumstances, myticularly the railure of the guilty driver to
report the accident when it occurred.
Mr. Waite, who may be considered famous in his line, is not above
the laws of the country where he
resides. Whether he considers himself a "criminal," or not, he has
been charged with a crime, convicted of it and sentenced to serve time.
If the laws of the nation mean anything, they should mean that no
man, regardless of 'his fame or his
wealth, is above the law and if
they violate the law, they should
be punished like everybody else.

B. CHERRY

Veterinarian
at the
OW1

Drug Co.

Phases MO
DAY and NIGHT 11111111111112
Night Phone

121

DR.i 14.
Chiropractor
City National Beak
Office Hoes 9 to /r4 It Is II
Evenings 7 bs • p.
Plasmatic Thong,
PHONE ST
Elecirkal Tsesilassils

Mr. and Mrs. Rocie Pittrnan have
ISLANDS WON IN THE PACIFIC leturned
to their home in Florida
after spending the summer with his
Announcement that the United mother, Mrs.
Lillie Miller.
States will retain exclusive custody
of Pacific bases wrested from the
Japanese should not cause any surprise, either in this country or
abroad.
WATCH REPAIRING— Bring
While there is some opinion in your watch to us for regulation or
this country favorable to turning repair service. Warren's Jewelry
the Pacific islands over to an inter- Co., 311 Walnut-st, Fulton, Ky.
national administration, there is no- Phone 98.
tf
body that we know of who advoFOR
SALE—Good
wood
and coal
cates giving up the islands before
there is a thoroughly functioning range, 4-burner oil cooking stove,
heating stove, 8-clay clock. Paul
International body.
When the Japanese attacked the Bushed, Fulton, Ky.
United States at Pearl Harbor, this
FOR RENT-2-room furnished
country was without the bases necessary to -support fleet operations apartment to couple only. Paul
in the Far Eeast. The bases were in Bushart, Phone 470.
the hands of the Japanese who got
WANTED—House or 3 or 4-room
them after the first World War and unfurnished apartment. Paul Busfortified them in direct violation of hart, Phone 470.
the terms of the mandate.
NOTICE!
Now that the islands have been
If you have termites, write or call
recaptured by the blood of American fighting men, it is unthinkable Carl Grooms for tree inspection,
that officials of the United States 402 South Ilth Street, Mayfield, Hy.
would lightly give up possession Phone 716-R. Reference furnished.
5tp
without being assured that it will
never be necessary in some future
FOR SALE--Jonathan Fall Beauwar, to fight for them again.
ty Apples and other varieties.
Luther Watkins, Crutchfield, Ky.
OT ABOVE THE SAW
311-4tp

CLASSIFIED ADS

George White, 53, producer of
the famous girl shows, "George
White's Scandals" is now serving a
one-year sentence for a "hit-andrun" accident that resulted in the
death of s newly-wed couple near
San Diego, California.
We,call attention to the case bc.
caLse Mr. White, beginning his in-

DR.E.

NOTICE--I am still permanently
located at Owl Drug Co. Hours
8:30 a. m. to 6 p. m. or by appointment. Dr. Cherry, Veterinarian.
30-2tp
The first P. T. A. meeting of this
year was attended by a large number of parents and teachers. The

G U Y WEBB
Welding and Machin*
Shop

Electric and

Acetylene

Welding

General

Repairing

Phone 345
103 McDowell St.

RADIO REPAIR
SERVICE
Parts and Tubes

Phone 1261

HAM'S RADIO
SERVICE
324 Walnut St.,

Fulton

Complete 1 -STOP Setticee
We invite you to visit our garage and service station for comPlete
Flab' etiniPPed and manned by competent and skilled mechanics.

elmealme striee•

Auto Repairing, Motor Overhauling,
Motor Reboring and Lathe
Work A Specialty
PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE — RESONABLE PRICES

oy Green and Gene Gardner
Drop In and GAS With Us!
We beadle TEXACO FIRE-CHIEF AND TEXACO SKY-CHIEF GASOLINE.and =MO
MOTOR OILS. Moo GOODRICH TIKES and TUBES
li.at us give your car a COMPLETE LUBRICATION. Every spot Ord ass& ' gousibli
thoroughlY checked and lubricated. Batteries checked and serviced. We aka snip& Ram

Laundry Service For Your Car
We have just recently installed one of the famous HERRICK-IMMO= Om asmeladif
body and chassis cleaning by the STEAM PROCESS which assures a bbssongli MIL
AND•YOU'LL COME BACK AGAIN.

imar

JOHN E. BARD

Whiteway Garage & Service Station
MARTIN HIGHW'AY

PHONE 188-.1

L PIORKIIN. TONIC

Al
•
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1PAUL BUSHART
MEW and Publisher
P1110,13111D EVERY FRIDAY
Ilinfaved ass ascend class matter June
lk 1111111. al Ilse post office at Fulton,
Ky.. weer Ike act of Pdareh 3, Mt
01111TUAIIMIS. Card of Thank..
listleas and Political Cards
tempi at the rates specified by
deenrinsaut
glighgesiptisa rates radius of II
albs eli Pu/ton $1.50 a year. Wkseslam WM a. yoga.

'MACKE/LS AND RIGHTS

It is a fact that many communities expect the teacher to give liberally of his, or her, spare time to
the advancement of various community projects which the local
promoters are unwilling to advance
by their own labor. This extra work
can •easily become burdensome but,
just the same, a teacher becomes a
part of the community and, as a
good citizen, might as well make
a contribution to the advancement
of the area. That this spuld be
voluntary, as is the case with other
citizens, goes without saying.
The "right to her own ryligion
and politics," guaranteed under
modern regimes, raises a question
that is often misunderstood. Nobody can defend the idea that a
teacher is not entitled to her own
religio nand politics but, very often,
the issue is whether these views
affect her ability to perform the
work of a teacher.
For example, we doubt if a confirmed Buddhist .or Mohammedan,
would be without difficulties, as a
teacher, except
in communities
where these religions are generally
accepted. Yet, no one would deny
to any individual the right to be a
Buddhist or a Mohammedan by
questioning the suitability and
practicability of employing such a
person to serve a class entirely
composed of, let us say, Catholic
children.

'Mare: communities deny to their
tecchers the elementary rights of
a human being--the right to privaQ,,, the tight to live a normal
social life without silly inhibitions,
the right to her own spare time,
awl the sight tq her own religion
and polities.- declares the Charlotte
ed. C.) Observer.
inere is mueh truth in the statement quoted In many school disthe rights of teachers, as specitr
fied in the quotiation, depend upon
the "%leare of trustees who are
WHICH IS MOST IMPORTANT?
sometimes woefully lacking in edudeterSseraseives
like
also
Cation
In spite of the mile long, or even
mines:110 permit anything like free
five mile long plants, which some
thought, which means anything
compardesh ave, and in spite of the
they do not understand and apfurther fact that som; of these companies employ tens of thousands
White teachers can hardly ex- of workers, it is
nevertheless also
pect the privacy that surrounds the a fact that most of the
business in
lives of those who do not occupy the United States is done
by small
public and serni-public positions, companies.
they are undoubtedly entitled to
In 1939, the last year for which
live normal social lives, without the statistical abstract
of the U. S.
censorship and outside interference. has
complete information, there
Nevertheless, the influence of a were
184,230 manufacturing estab-teadser, upon which her success lishments
in the United States. Of
largely depends, is based, in part, this total
number only 2305 em41 least apon something like con- ployed more than five
hundred
tormonce to the customers, sanc- wage earners, and
out of the total
tions and modes of the community of 7,886,567 workers
employed in
Where she tons.
manufacturing, 64.7 per cent were
employed by establishments which
had five hundred or fewer employ-

Actirrate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

ees.
In wholesaling, 76.6 per cent of
the total number employed were on
the payrolls of companies doing an
annual volume of less than one million dollars. In retailing 68.4 per
cent of the total number employed
worked for stores doing an annual
volume of less than one hundred
thousand dollars.
As the aforegoing figures show
beyond any shadow of doubt, small
busines sis the backbone of our
nation, and unless national policies
are adopted which will permit
thousands of small businesses to be
starte dand will also permit existing small companies to grow and
prosper one of thete days our entire economy is going to stall on
dead center.
I am personally acquainted with
thousands of small business men
scattered all over this couritry and
I correspond with a great many
others. I know that small business men as a group, do not want
anyone—the government least of
all—to hold an umbrella over them.
They do not want, need, seek or
desire any special privileges or
considerations. All they want now,
or ever have wanted, is a fifty-fitty break frim their government.
They want Labor laws which are
fair to them, also fair to labor and
to the public. They want to bargain
with their own employees on the
basis of conditions within their
plants and the cost of living in
their communities, rather than to
have the government force them to
abide by the terms of a lobor contract negotiated by some big outfit with an international union.
These small business men are
perfectly willing to pay their full
share of whatever taxes may be
necessary to run the government,
but they are thoroughly fed up with
being over-ta.xed so a hoard of unnecessary bureaucrats can• keep
their feet in the public trough
mostly tot...the purpose of keeping
the "ins" in.
They deeply resent the gross -inequalities in the present tax laws
which discriminate against them
and force them to pay far more
than their rightful share of taxes.
I predict that not later than next
JJanuary, the New Congress will

be overwhelmed with a demand to
give our whole tax structure the
thorough overhauling it should have
had years ago.
Also, these small business men
want the anti-trust laws enforced
against all combinations in restraint
of trade, whether these combinations are entered into by business
organizations or labor organizations.
In short, _what they want is a
chance to conduct their business on
a live-and-let-live basis, without
having one or more tax-eating
bureaucrat breathing down their
necks all the time.
And now that the small business
men of the country are waking up
to the fact that they are the
strongest and most influential force
in the United States, that's what
they are going to have--a chance
to do business on their own, on a
live-and-let-live basis.
WOULD DOUBLE
TEACHER SALARIES
A campaign to double the salaries
of teachers in various parts of the
United States has been discussed
at one or rr.ore sessions of teachers
meetings. The argument is advan.ced that the "grand total of income
for all groups has more than daubled since 1940" and that it is up to
teachers to put up a stiff fight for
more money.
Professor Harold F. tlark. who
has made a study of nation-wide
school conditions, points out that
the income of farmers rose from
less than $6,000,000,000 in 1940 to
$18,000,000,000 in 1946, that skilled
labor has more than doubled its
income since 1940 and that unskilled labor was paid more last year
than the members of the teaching
profession.
The Professor is all set to give
the teachers of the .country an idea
of what they sbould receive. He
says that, whereas $3,500 may have
been considered a top salary for
teachers of first graders, modern
communities must think :In terms
of $5,000, $6,000 or $7,000 for this
group. He insists that teachers are
worse off than in 1940, when they
were not overpaid because of the
riA,in living costs and the increase
in taxes.

HI8 HANDS SHOULD BE FULL I
Inviting a friend to his wedding
anniversary, an Englishman explained:
"We're on the seventh floor, Apartment D. Just toucht e button
with your elbow."
"And why should I use my elbow?"

"Well, for heaven sake! You're
are
nyo
oturcoming empty-handed,

FOR

HF-ALTH'S SAICE--SEE YOUR

CHIROPRACTIC
PHYSICIAN
PHONE 430

(ALL US

DR. B. L DAVIS
Upstairs Over Fry Shoe Store
FULTON, KENT'UCKY

The
BRONZOLEUM

DRY CLEANING

Concrete Burial Vault

--and—

Proven DiAndibility

UUNDRY SERVKE

Beauty
Permanencv
Strength

Cash and Carry Service
—Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated.

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
Phone

Sold Only Thru
Funeral Directors.
Made and serviced by

KATTERJOHN
Concrete Products
Paducah. Kv.

Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
FULTON, RY.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7
We handle the Fantous BRONZOLEUM Vaults

Illelebsis Clocks awl Ilms
Mem al All Kinds ilecurabity Ilbeasdred at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
JEWELRY COMMANY

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-R
Or Call 70

Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Lorated on Ma4kin-Fulton
Highway

101

CUM

DENIAL
PLATES
This Easy Way
At T.st. a scientific was

to clean dental slimes and
bridge. R E A I. LY clean.
Jost put sour plate in a
glass of •ter. Add a little
„gpolls.rattlisur KLEENITE. With magic-like
agod.dieaohiration. stains and denture odors
veva, -ss the origPnal rle•n brightness rs
stgargessir les easy. economical and safe
for KLEENITli todaY
AO SO. O.t.RaToll

riq f.•
•

the Brushless Way

net Erman

today at DeMyer
aim outepany, Evans Drug Com,
vary soil ail good druggists.

VIM end SERVICE
View 848-R
allnirk Service
Illidgeration Co.

Ou-rr-- Customers Speak-The gantleman from Harlan County...
pieced, it will furnish 'seedy employment for
"We in Harlan County know how K. U. bas
60 more men. And don't forget that the coal
helped Kentudcy's most important industry.
those generators burn will mean 17,000 man
More than 96 per cent of all the coal mined
days of work for Kentudcy's coal miners, and
1,300 man days of work for transportation
in this area is mined with K. U. power because
of its low cost and dependability. Then, too,
employees."
K. U.'s taxes help pay for our schools and other
The gentleman from Boyle County.
.
.
city and county expenses. And the new 66,000
"During the last year or so I've electrified
volt transmission line between Pineville and
• my farm, with the help of K. U.'s farm advisers.
Pocket will assure plenty of power for exAnd now, with even less work than before, I've
panded mining as well as another power source
increased my herd, made bigger crops, made
during emergencies."
snore money, and had a lot more leisure time.
IC. U.'s people have taught me how to use
17••gentlernartfrom Woodford County...
electricity properly and economically. What I
"Six of the ten million dollars K. U. is
like about 'em is they work for me. Another
spending in Kentucky during the next rwo
thing is, when I flip the switch on a milking
years on new plants and service extension is
machine, I get current — that's the kind of
going into the new suam generator near Tyroise.
dependability we need on the farm."
K. U. has the foresight to build now to take
care of future business. That's the kind of
btuiness management we like to WC in Kentucky. Building that plant will provide work
for 110 patt-time employees. After it's cons-

A ladyfrom McCracken County.
.
.
"les we women who really know the value
of electricity. When I remember how my mother •
used to work keeping house, I don't see how

Fulton

•
4111111111•00100.11011mlimillimolle

A gentlemanfrom Roivan County.
.
.
"K. U.'s continuous efforts to give better
service are well known throughout Kentucky.
Down here in Rowan we're on the end of
line, and whenever a storm has intermpted our
service from Mt. Sterling and Lexington we've
had some minor service stoppages. Now they're
building a new $50,000 ttanpmission line from
Morehead to the Kentucky:07est Virginia Power
Company line at Haldeman so that we can get
service from eithe direction. That's the Wad
of good neighbor policz we as to see."

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
I NCORPOR A TEO

2031 Chant St.'

she did it. Electricity takes the drudgery out of
housework fot me. In the past 10 or 15 years
K. U. and I have had a race to see whether they
could lower rates faster than I could add more
lights and appliances. It's about a tie. I'm
wing about three times as much current as I
did 15 years ago, and yet my bill is almost as
low as it was then. I really late a company that
makes me believe it pays to use more electricity.
It does pay, too, in brighter, healthier and
happier living."

1200 Men and Women Striving to Serve You WeN

•

•
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Prepare Your Home Now
For Fall and Winter

A*HORSE OPERA"15 A TYPE OF
MOTION PICTURE
11414

REAcH,
VARIA

.
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We find that scores of our friends and customers are
preparing for the Fall and YVinter weather ahead. That
means more heating supplies, and materials for the regular fall clean-up and paint-up to make the home more
livable.

It
TRU

FALSE
OS ••••111110M

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S QUIZ
Answer to last week's question Is False--All stars are
in motion.

Large Selection of Radios
and Record Players
We have sold hundreds of Radios in thic torritory, and'our stock offers a variety from which to
make your selection..
5-TUBE SONORA RADIO
AND RECORD PLAYER
Offered in two popular designs. $55.75 & $57.85
SONORA ELECTRIC-BATTERY SET
Fine for home or an outing, as it is portable type;
Direct plug-in all electric. or powered off a battery. Complete with battery
__
$46.25
WHITE PLASTIC SONORA RADIO
Nice 5-tube set only

$23.55

5-TUBE EMERSON RADIO
With built-in aerial

$33.70

5-TUBE ARVIN RADIO
A very popular set --

$25.00

FARM RADIO SET
Complete with battery, made by Sonora $42.76
AUTOMATIC RECORD PLAYER
Will chang,e and play 12 records automatically.

Get Your Oil Stoves
Ready For Winter

The new liquid plastic finish. Regular $2.98 naive
our special
$2-49
JOHNSON FLOOR WAX

We have some supplies for repairing and recon-

O'CEDAR POLISH for Floors and Furniture

ditioning your oil stove, including Wicks for the

DRAIN PIPE CLEANER

Perfection, Florence, Loraine and Kerogas stoves.

UPHOLSTERY CELANER
3-IN-1 LUBRICATING OIL

We have an all-electric and an oil-burning water
heater, both with automatic controls.
32 Gal. Electric Automatic Water Heater $75.60
30-Gal. Oil-Burning Automatic Heater __$125.00

WALL PAPER CLEANER
PAINTS, ENAMELS, VARNISHES
PUTTY, TURPENTINE, SHELLAC

PAINT BRUSHES, SCRUB BRUSHES

When you need Luggage, it will pay you to see

SAND PAPER and EMORY CLOTH

us. We have Cases of all kinds, including the pop-

SHOTGUN AND RIFLE AMMUNITION

ullar two-piece Matched Sets, ranging in price

See Us for your Shotgun Shells and Rifle Cartridges. We have Sur-Shot and Super-X Shotgun
Shells, 12 guage; and Long Rifle She& Alto NW
.410 Shells.

$1.25 up to $22.50

from

In radio, tt's tone,ofcourse,that's
most important And for tone;
you think of SoNoaA, pioneer in
tone engineering for over 30
years. Come in and hear these nsto
models— then you be the judge.

STOVE POLISH and ENAMEI;

LINDSEED OIL

LUGGAGE-For Overnight or Travel

Sopper0Radios
it*YOANts'i

We have a wide assortment of clean-up and paintup items that will help make yotir housecleaning
and redecoration easier.
•
ICEM-TONE WALL PAINT
Wide selection of colors to chose from, and easill
applied,. Per gallon
$2.98 Quart
Sic
PERMA-Plastic-SEAL

HOT WATER HEATERS

TABU MODEL Itill-207. Five
tubes, no serial or ground
needed. Outstanding tone.
Walnut cabinet. unusually
styled. Luge,easyto.read dial.

Clean-Up an,d
Paint-Up Supplies

BRING YOUR RADIO
TO OUR REPAIR
DEPARTMENT

JUST RECEIVED A NEW SHIPMENT
We have just received a shipment of Boys Spurt
Shirts in sizes 6 to 13, at
-Men's Outdoor Caps, for sport or hunting. __ $1.11
-Children's Dresses, sizes 6 to 12
—
Baby Jacket Style Bunnies
$5.5.

PROMT, EFFICIENT REPAIR SERVICE FOR
ANNOUNCEMENT
BETTER RECEPTION ON YOUR RADIO

$23.55

PARTS and TUBES

FULTON ELECTRIC
319-323 WALNUTBTREET

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

Miss Joan Verhines is now in charge al Oat
Record Department, and will be g)ad to Ihelp yam
with your selections. Popular, hillbilly and classical numbers in popular brand recording:

FURNITUREN, CO7
PHONE 100
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Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hornsby
2 tablespoons buter or margerine
list.
BEELERTON
1-4 cup flour
of Hickman were callers in the E.
Mr'. Orville Coletharp is still on
Scant teaspoon salt
the sick list. Will Collins is slowly
Johnnie Walker of Detrolt'is here C. Nall home Monday afternoon.
Mi. uod Mrs. .Tohnie Burnham
1-2 duii nuts or raisins
Calvin Hicks and son, Lyndle,
improving.
Visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
and Mr. aed Mrs. Alton Burnham
spent Saturday near Wingo with
Neal Bushart has landed safely Walker and other relatives.
chopped apples in a butPlace
visiting
is
froM Markups. Calif.,
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Hicks and tered hosing,' dish; add corn syrup
California.
in
s
Roper
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wyatt
relatives wad friends here.
and hot.Watfp mixed together. ContMr. and Mrs. Edd Mount from Phillips, Texas, are spending a few son, Wallace.
Miss Kariba Rhodes from DeThe little girl cif pr. and Mrs. bine but/er stir margerine, sugar,
Dukedom spent Sunday afternoon days with Mrs. Paulie Walker anti
relatives
and
visiting
troit is
with Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Bushart.
floone, and Martha Walker. All F. A. Byrd wat WWI by a big dog flour Aditint14 rdlird oats until they
friends here an dat Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Hainly and pent the day Sunday with Mr .and the past week. An ugly wound was are sif-s.. a schinby consistency.
Mts. Lama Wray and Mrs. Edith
toP:' of the apples,
children took Sunday dinner with Mrs. Shouse Roper and children of sustaine don the face, and she reYett. spent Thursday of last week
ceived treatment at the Fulton hos- then add the (...iioppeci nuts. Bake In
and Mrs. Pete HainlA,.
Mr.
edalia.
with there brother, Everett Horn
moderativen, 950 degrees, for Ohe
pital.
Misses Martha Rhodes, Dorothy ' The W.S.C.S. met with
Mrs.
rind fanaray in Mayfield.
and Georgia Yates and Dixie Yates na Stephens Friday afternon.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. McClure and hour. Serve wip cream.
Mrs. Corfu Jones and children
from Fulton visited Mrs. Mary Col- ' Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Kirby and children moved Saturday to the
Menu: Merit,Aeicsscalloped potaspent Saturday with her mother,
salad,
lins Friday 'afternoon.
two daughters have returned to Bushart place in Beelerton until toes, buttere(Witige, fruit
Am*
Lamb,
Mrs.
Lamb
s
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Steele and their home in Detroit after a visit they can build a home in Highlands bran muffins find: hUtter and apple
very peeeltechildren spent Sunday afternoon here with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. at Fulton.
crisp.
Mrs. Reba Coletharp spent Thurs.
with Mr. and Mrs. Ferd Steele.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cecil
Binford
were
Herbert
Kirby
and
relatives.
other
(ley with her mother, Mrs. Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. Alley Grissom took
Relatives and friends here were callers of Dr. and Mrs. Glynn BusBUSINMIS .OF LIFE
Crittentlest
Sund,ay dinner with Mr. ald Mrs. shocked Saturday morning to hear hart Saturday night.
A bay ride was given Thursday
Pent Grissom.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
of the sudden
death
of Berlie
To ciiltiVate kindness is a valunight hy Georgia Yates honoring
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Yates and Phelps in Detroit. The funeral was Raymond Pyle (Fay Conley) on the able part of the business of life.
children from Detroit, Mr. and Mrs. held at Wesley Thursday afternoon birth of a son.
—Samuel Johnson.
Bernie Yates from Mayfield, Mr. and burial was in the church cernLet us Serve instead of rule,
and Mrs. Harry Yates and Mr. and .-etery.
RECIPE OF THE WEEK
knock insead of push at the door
Mrs. John Yates took Sunday dinMr. and Mrs. S. J. Walker Jr , '
of human hearts, an dallow to each
ner with Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry. spent Sunday with her mother near I Despte sugar shortages, the de- and every one the same rights 'and
rt
Latham, Tenn.,
attended' mand for desserts continues. In privileges that we claim for nutand
church.
NOTICE
this recipe recom.mended by food selves—.Mary Baker Eddy.
' 1111.10K, KENTUCKY
We can only have the highest
Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Clapp have ,t speFialists at the University of
The B. P. O. E. Elks, Lodge No. purchased the home of Mrs. Lucy Kentucky College of Agriculture happiness by having wide thoughts
FULTON, KENTUCKY
1142, of Fulton, Kentucky, here- Jackson in Clinton and will move and Home Economics, corn syrup is and much feeling for the rest of the
WNW AND SATURDAY
with rnakes public notice of inten- there to make their home.
world.—George Eliot.
Mr. used as a part of the sweetening.
tion to file for application seeking Clapp has work with the Lewis Apple Crisp
Teach us delight in simple things
TODAY AND SATURDAY
a permit .to serve alcoholic bever- Lumber Co.
3 cups chopped unpeeled apple
And mirth that has no bitter
...
SUNSET CARSON
springs;
1-2 cup dark corn syrup
ages to members only at the Elks
Mrs. Lillie Bostick spent a few
PEGGY STEWART
I•4 cup hot water
Forgiveness free of evil done,
Club Rooms, located on Lake street days the past week with Mrs. Wal1.2 cup brown sugar
An dlove to all men 'neath the
In
in Fulton, Ky. After due publica- lace Webb and Mrs. Roy Howell.
1 cup rolled oats
sun.—Rudyard Kipling.
tion, the application for a non-proMr. and Mrs. Benard Bostick and
IMIrilitillt•JOYCE
"Rough Riders of
fit license for a private club will son were Sunday dinner guests of
be made with the Conimonwealth Mr. and Mrs. Jewell England and
Cheyenne"
of Kentucky, Department of Alco- Shirley.
SSW - MON. - TUES.
holic Beverage Control. — E. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Howell had as
SUNDAY-MONDAY
Huffman, Secretary.
2tc their Sunday guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Bostick and children, Mrs. LilJENNIFER JONES
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
lie Bostick and Mr. and Mrs. 4erol
INK 11111111ER7 JOHN.GARFIELD
JOSEPH COTTEN
Jackson and boys.
1 he Posinaan
In
We herewith make public notice
Rev. McMinn was Sunday dinner
1.1w ays flings
of our intention to engage in an guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Letters"
"Love
alcoholic beverage business in the Webb.
Twice •
city of Fulton, Kentucky, in a
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Fite moved
TUES. - WED. - THURS.
store building located at 442 and Monday to their new /home near
publiAfter
due
Street.
444 Lake
Burkett's store, just of the C tonDouble Feature
cation we will file application for Mayfield highway.
MED. - THUR.
WILLIAM EYTHE
license with the Commonwealth of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fite spent
Kenhicky, Department of Alcohol* the past week in Middle Tennessee
In
LLOYD NOLAN
Beverage Control. — F. A. Homra with his brothers and sisters and
"House on 92nd Street"
2tc families, and a sister from California, who they had not seen for 16
Plus
Let us see to it that our llves, years met them at their old home
ALBERT DF.KKER
like jewels of great price, be note- for a reunion.
EVELYN ANKERS In
There is a lot of sickness in this
worthy not because of their wait,
but because of their weight.—Sc- community due to colds and sore
"The French Key"
throats.
neca.
Miss Helen Hancock was a Sunday afternoon visitor of
Mrs.
Aaron Kirby.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Stephens, Mr.
and Mrs. Bobbie McCullom, Billie,
and Jonell McCullom, Mrs. McCol.1om Mr. and Mrs. Bob Austin
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs.
Stephens and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Obrecht, (nee
Mildred Hancock), of Detroit,- visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Hancock last week. They were on
their honeymoon.
As seen in Charm...black-as- '
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kimble attend'
'2r
night pumps with that new highs
ed church at Wesley Sunday and
silhouette...of bright plastic patent,
were dinner guests in the W. L.
,Best home.
fine gabbidine or sueclene.,
Mr. and Mrs. Mangus Batts had
as their Sunday dinner guests, Rev.
Ralph Champion and WS. Champion and children, Mr. and Mrs. John
Ladd and children.
It's The —
GET TO KNOW

PILOT OAS

a

her guest Martha Rhodes from Dqtroit. Those attending were: Gene
Yates, Don Medlin, Thomas Hainley,
Leland Sanders, Glen Starks, Bobby Wiggins, Hobert Floyd, Martha
Rhodes, Minnie Brooks, Georgia
Yates, Dixie Yates -from Fulton,
Dorothy Yates and Dean Hainley,
all reported a fine time.
Mr.. and Mrs. Claude Goodwin
from Detroit, Mr. and Mrs. Alton
Burnham and Geraldine from Maricopa, Calif., attended church here
Sunday.
Mr .and Mrs. Hub Wray left Saturday evening for there home in
Detroit, Mich.
Sunday afternoon visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Will Collins were: Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Burnham from
Wricopa, Calif., Mr. an dMrs. Roy
Bowden from Fulton, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Collins near Water Valley.
Mrs. Letha Wilson is on the sick

f

I

Lit:Ton

WPM' _

for that lift
tato fall...

POWELL
WILLIAMS

.,,

$595

ANNOUNCING

NeAvin

A NEW, UP-TO-THE-MINUTE

LOAN SERVICE
For the Citizens of Fulton and Surrounding Communities

WFklci

DO YOU NEED MONEY FOR
•New Clothes?
•Meet Added Fall Expenses?
•Have your Car Put in Shape?
•Make Home Repairs or Improvements?
•Buy New Household ApPliances?

Pay Bills?
•Medical or Dental Attention?
•Meet Emergencies of any
kind?
Check your money needs today. then come in, or write and
lei us suggest a loan plan best
aulted to your purpose.

THE INTERSTATE
FOLKS
Come In — you need no introduction.
Borrowing money from Interstate is as simple
as talking to an old friend. Nearly everybody occasionally finds himself in need of
a llttle ready cash.
To help folks meet such emergencies
is the reason Interstate has come to Fulton.
You can come here and get the money the
same day you make your application.

Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Best and
family attended the funeral of Mrs.
Etta Stephens at Mt. Vernon Thursday of last week.
Rev. McMinn filled his regular
appointment at Wesley Sunday
morning. The last Quarterly Meeting of the conference year will be
held at Wesley Oct. 16.

thi
Inc.
In Fulton

Welcome
pause

Loans are made on automobiles, fur.
'inure, livestock, equipment, or note — for
any period from one to fifteen monts, or
more wording to your Need and purpo3e
for which the money is used.

surVey has shown, are eligible for
-"IIIIMOUT OF TEN of the people In this community. a resent
Remember
simple.
are
reqnrements
The
*Mee.
lids,
limn from
TO

YOUR REQUEST—WE LIICE TO SAY YES!

kiterstate Loan Corporation
INCORPO RATED
SECOND FLOOR CARR BUILDING
AVENUE
MOM OF COMMERCIAL
221 LAKE STREET

William P. Horton, Mgr.

FULTON, KENTUCKY

BOTTIJD MD= MMOOMY OP

COCkCOLA COGINJW Mt

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.

'

